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Frecuently Asked Questions 

 

 

1. How long is the event and what does it include? 

. The event is five days long and includes five nights’ accommodation in a standard 

hotel in a double room. 

. Kit for driver and codriver 

. A commemorative plaque. 

. Liability insurance for damages to third parties in closed sections of La Carrera. 

. Brunch in the services for driver and codriver. 

. Awards lunches or dinners for driver and codriver. 

. Service car support (platform, tire change assistance van, auto sweeper, VPI cars). 

2. What is the registration fee? 

. Please contact the organizing committee. 

3. Can I continue to follow the participants of La Carrera once the Tour ends? 

. Participants will not be able to physically follow the La Carrera Panamericana 

convoy, cross the finish lines or access the awards dinners after finishing their 

participation on the Tour. 

4. Should I use all the safety equipment like rally participants? 

. It is mandatory to use specific rally helmet with Snell or DOT certificate, but it is 

optional to use flame retardant suit (NOMEX type), Hans device, five-point belt, roll 

cage or roll bar or special race seats. 
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6. Is it necessary to process a specific drivers permit or license? 

. It is required to process an L type License issued by FEMADAC, you can apply here: 

https://ww2.femadac.org.mx/tramites/licencia-deportiva the  current cost of the 

license  is 2,800.00 MXN, it is valid for one calendar year and is only for regular 

touring events. 

. It is suggested to do so in advance; however, it is possible to pay at the registration 

park the day before the event. 

7. Does the event assist transport my car to the venue where La Carrera starts and at the end 

of the event they back to my home? 

. The transportation of participating car is the responsibility of each competitor. 

8. What happens if I cannot attend the Tour and I have already made the payment? 

. It is possible to request a refund of the payment made through July 21, 2023, after 

this date, cancellations, credit requests for other years or the refund of the cost of 

the hotels or the cost of registration will not be accepted.  Any refunds are at the 

sole discretion of the Organizing Committee. 

9. Can I transfer my payment to someone else? 

. All payments made are non-transferable. 

10. Can any car participate in the Tour? 

i. The eligible cars for the Sport & Classic Tour will be the following: 
. Models in the Premium range of each brand from 2016 to 2023.  

. Porsche models from 1950 to 1979 with some exceptions. 

. The other brands from 1950 to 1960 with some exceptions. 

. Subject to the organization’s approval. 

 


